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SUBJECT:

SACRAMENTO ZOO VISION PLAN PROJECT DEFINITION

LOCATION AND COUNCIL DISTRICT: William Land Park, District 4
RECOMMENDATION:
It is requested that the City Council approve the. Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan Project definition
for review under the CEQA process.
CONTACT PERSON:

Mary Healy, Executive Director, 264-5886

FOR COUNCIL MEETING OF: June 12, 2001
SUMMARY:
The Sacramento Zoological Society is developing a new Vision Plan that addresses all the
facilities and services on the 14-acre site within the existing fence line. This report requests City
Council to approve the authorize Vision Plan project definition for review under the CEQA
process. Following the CEQA process, the City Council will be asked to approve an updated
Zoo Vision Plan as required for accreditation under the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association regulations.
COMMITTEE/COMMISSION ACTION:
This information was presented to the Parks & Recreation Citizen's Advisory Committee on
August 3, 2000 and a second update was presented on September 7, 2000. No action was
requested or taken.
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The City Council approved a Master Plan for the zoo in 1988. Some of that Master Plan was
implemented, however the animal exhibit plans are currently out of date and need to be revisited
based on current zoo management practices. The 1997 agreement between the City and the
Sacramento Zoological Society (SZS) directed the Society to update the 1988 plan. A current
Master Plan is also critical to retaining accreditation in the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association. This accreditation takes place every five years. The application for the Zoo's
accreditation is due September 1, 2001 and the zoo will be inspected in January 2002.
Since the last report to City Council on August 29, 2000, the development process for the Vision
Plan has included the following actions:
n
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A site visit was conducted with representatives of the Land Park Community
Association on October 5, 2000. Issues addressed included concern for heritage oaks,
and impact of increased visitation on park.
Two meetings have been held with the City's Planning and Building Department to
define the CEQA process.
A summary of findings from over 800 Public Surveys was compiled.
A second Public Forum took place on October 18, 2000. Public notice, including
mailings, paid advertisement and flyers, was extensive and widespread. The minutes
are available on www.saczoo.com.
A Land Park Working Group was established and met 5 times between January and
April 2001.
The results of the Land Park Working Group were presented to the LPCA on April
18, 2001.
A third Public Forum was held on June 4, 2001. During this meeting public comment
centered round the picnic pavilion, amplified sound levels from events and traffic
control issues.

The key elements of the proposed Vision Plan are as follows:
• The overall theme of the new zoo is an exploration of the world of animal senses in the
context of a zoogeographic, natural setting.
• The zoo will remain on the existing site and will not expand beyond the current fence line. A
full-scale exotic animal hospital is also being proposed to house on-site veterinary care for
the first time in the Sacramento Zoo's history. The animal hospital is the highest priority at
• this time.
• Administration, Education and Marketing offices will be constructed near the current
Administration offices. Partial underground parking under offices to supplement staff parking
while maximizing use of space is being proposed. The new plan does not eliminate any
existing staff parking.
•

All physical development will adhere to City guidelines and regulations that relate to the
protection and preservation of trees.
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•

•

Every effort will be made to spread visitor attendance throughout the year by employing
features such as indoor exhibits, water mister systems, outdoor heaters and covered viewing
areas. Marketing efforts will also support this goal through advertising and attendance
generating offers off-season.
The zoo staff will develop the animal collection plan using a number of criteria that will
include public interest but will be driven by the best current practices in animal management.

FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The Vision Plan development has been funded by the Sacramento Zoological Society. The
CEQA process is anticipated to cost approximately $50,000 and will be funded by the SZS.
Implementation of the Vision Plan will be over twenty years. The first phase of the Vision Plan
will cost approximately $2.0 million and will be funded by a capital campaign.
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS:
The City Office of Environmental Affairs has determined that the current request for Council
direction to move forward with work and environmental review on the new conceptual Zoo
Vision Plan is exempt from the requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA), under Section 15262, relating to projects involving only feasibility/planning studies for
possible future actions. The current action does not include adoption of a new Zoo Vision Plan.
An EIR was completed for the original Zoo Master Plan, which was adopted in 1988. At the
time of Council adoption of a New Vision Plan, complete environmental review in compliance
with the CEQA will be required.
POLICY CONSIDERATIONS:
The development of a Vision Plan for the Sacramento Zoo described herein is consistent with the
City's policy to ensure the opportunity for public involvement in formulating policies and
direction for regional amenities.
ESBD CONSIDERATIONS:
None. No purchases of services or supplies are being made.
Respectfully submitted,

Mary Hddly
Executive Director, Sacramento Zoo
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APPROVED:

Barbara E. Bonebrake, Director
Convention, Culture & Leisure Dept.

4
Richard Ramirez, Deputy City Manager

RECOMMENDATION APPROVED:

Robert P. Thomas, City Manager

Attachment: Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan Project Definition

c:\Vision Plan Council Rpt.doc
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RESOLUTION NO.
ADOPTED BY THE SACRAMENTO CITY COUNCIL
ON DATE OF

SACRAMENTO ZOO VISION PLAN
PROJECT DEFINITION
BE IT RESOLVED BY THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO THAT:

The City Council hereby approves the Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
project definition for review under the CEQA process.

MAYOR

ATTEST:

CITY CLERK

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY

RESOLUTION NO:
DATE ADOPTED:
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Director

25 May 2001

The Sacramento Zoo Mission
Statement
The mi55ion of the Sacramento Zoological
5ociety i5 to inspire appreciation, under5tan6ling and respect for all living things through
stimulating education, wholesome recreation
and innovative species management.

The Portico Mission Statement

...to create special places which inspire
awareness of nature and our place within it.

SacZoo / Portico
5/25/01

Introduction
The

Sacramento Zoo has come a long way
since its clays as the "little zoo in the park".
Nationally recognized as one of the best small
zoos in America, the zoo i5 renowned for its
innovative new animal exhibit5, creative education programs, and for its work with endangered and threatened 5pecie5.
Prior to 1997, the zoo faced some challenging times as the City of Sacramento felt the
impact from years of rece55ion. Unable to
adequately fund the City-owned zoo to levels
necessary for continued operation, the City
and the nonprofit zoological society created a
new management structure that allowed the
zoo to move forward. As of July 1,1997, the
zoological society assumed the daily and
financial management of the zoo. This new
structure has created a bright future for the
zoo.

Much of the zoo'S growth through the years
can be attributed to the support of local and
regional corporate and individual donor5.
Today, the zoo'S sponsors continue to play
prominent roles in shaping its future. By
joining with the zoo to fund education program5, new exhibite, animal care programs and
special event5, sponsors are helping to provide all the ingredients for a successful and
responsible zoo.
One of the top visitor attractions in the area,
the zoo attains an annual attendance of about
475,000 visitors due to strong community
5upport. The zoo opened a new habitat for a
pair of snow leopard5, added Sumatran
tigere, and created the Bug Zone, a temporary exhibition which ran through June of
1999. The newest habitat, the Claire Mower
Red Panda ForeSt, opened in the spring of
2000.

... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

Demographically the top visitor group continue5 to be families with children. These are
individuals who care about the environment
and are interested in giving their children a
unique and valuable educational experience.
The zoo'S goal i5 to give them an experience
that touches them and encourages them to
want to learn more about the world'S wildlife
and natural resources -- and how they can play
a part in providing a more secure future for
all.

The Sacramento Zoo i5 moving forward. Its
aim i5 to be a premiere visitor attraction in the
Sacramento region. The vision described in
the following pages outlines a plan that, with
the full support of the community, will accompli5h this worthy goal.
The Zoological Society

Charge to the Planning Team:
Considerations for the Future
Plan
The Sacramento Zoo i5 made up of several
entitie5: animal habitat5; animal care; education; marketing; development; concessions
(retail, food and beverage and catering);
maintenance (ground5, facilitie5, and equipment) and adminietration. In today'S economical environment, all must work well as a unit to
achieve the goal of being a prestigious zoo.
The mission statement should guide the planning proce55. This "charge to the planning
team" represents input from all department5
as to their needs and concerns regarding
their ability to take the 5acramento Zoo into
the future. With a facility of about 15 acres
5pace i5 at a premium, and how it is utilized to
its maximum will take great creativity. The
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primary physical concern deal5 with 5pace:
office, storage and workspace for all department5; space for recreational family picnics
and catering events (large and 5mall); space
to meet the growing need for cla55room5,
meeting areas and conference facilitico; arid
space to provide an adequate number of
re5troom5 for the staff and public. And most
importantly, sufficient space to maximize the
care, keeping and exhibition of the animals in
the zoo'S collection.

the facility for Zoomobile, po55ibily from the
street or some type of short term parking
space inside the zoo to load education animals
for tran5port. An outside holding / exercise
yard next to the center needs to be incorporated for the outreach animal5. A series of
staffed interpretive points should be blended
throughout the zoo to enable educational
talks to be given. There should be a number of
interactive program5, not 5taffed, in conjunction with exhibit graphic5.

Following i5 a summary of facility neede:

Exhibits
The 5acramento Zoo is ready for ideas "out5ide the box". The present theme must be reevaluated and the design of zoo exhibits must
fit the concept of creating "the finest 15
Acre Zoo in the United 5tatee." This will call
for a total re-design of the zoo, which may
result in the elimination of some species from
the current collection in order to focus on
species which can be exhibited well. Exhibits
need to be the primary focus of the new
concept plan that will create excitement and
adventure and that will immerse the vi5itor.
Design ideas which draw children closer to
the animals should be central to the de5ign.
The exhibits should provide for an interactive
experience.

Front Entrance
The front entrance needs redesign and reconetruction. It should be attractive and inviting
to gue5t5, and be con5i5tant with the current
gift shop de5ign. Circulation needs to be
evaluated and exits and entrances redesigned
to take advantage of gift shop and other
visitor 5ervicee. The entrance / exit must be
highly visible while considering the following:
ticket ealee; membership purcha5e5; memberehip entrance gate; school and group event
accee5; and architectural "fit" within the
William Land f'ark neighborhood. Inside the zoo
entrance, the arrival should be more green
with less asphalt -- more inviting and welcoming. A small food and beverage or 5nackbar
and information booth also may be considered
at the front area.
Education
At the present time, the education department utilizes three buildinge: Interpretive
Center; Discovery Room; and their main office
/ classroom trailer. A new education building i5
needed to incorporate Discovery Room,
officee, cla55room5, conference room, docent
office / workroom, re5troom5 for staff and
program guests and 5torage. There should be
space to deal with a variety of educational
programs and a good support system for
computer and data line5.

The Interpretive Center needs easy access to
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Catering / Group Facility or 5pace
The zoo is developing into a facility to cater
to large and small group5, both during the day
and after hour5. To implement a continuous
revenue 5ource, certain considerations must
be addre55ed. An area needs to be developed that can cater to group affairs -- able to
be used in various weather condition5 and for
night event5. It should include a food preparation area with utilities (water, electricity, etc.),
storage for tables and chair5, etc. and be
close to reetroom facilitie5. It may also be
used to house temporary traveling exhibits.
This i5 important for stabilizing / growing our
audience in the off-peak 5ea5on.
Currently the zoo uses the Kampala Room for
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indoor entertaining. The 5acramento Zoological 5ociety also owns a 40' x 80' tent which
has been used for large dining events and
traveling exhibits and has been placed on the
upper lawn area west of the reptile house and
amphitheater. A more permanent structure
should be evaluated to also provide multi-u5e
space for changing exhibits as well.
Marketing and Public Relatiorio
This recluire5 a facility for adequate office
5pace, a conference room, storage for event
needs / prope, re5troom5 and the technical
equipment to support the operation ( computer and data line5). Conference room(5) are
needed to meet with potential donor5, 5pon5or5 and for pre5entation5.

Administration
The administration building should be the hub
for all departments -- serving similar needs in
an efficient manner (phone, and computer
line5, reception area, copy machine5, mail
room, reetroom5, conference room5, volunteer work 5pace, office supply area, postage
and fax machine5, etc.). Administration should
be easily accessible to the public, as well as
secure and separate from the animal care
area5. (If attached, separate air flow 5yetem,
should be in5talled.) Animal areas should not
be easily accessible to zoo guests or admini5tration employee5, nor should animal care staff
circulate through reception or work space
area5.
The administration building could replace
current office trailers and house human re5ource5, accounting, marketing and community
relation5, some education 5taff, zoo curator,
zoo director, and receptioni5t.
Animal Clinic

The zoo i5 now at the point where an animal
clinic will need to be constructed to support
an in-hou5e veterinary program. Additionally,
current quarantine holdings are grossly inadequate per American Zoo and Aquarium AeSo... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

ciation (AZA) in5pection. Thus, new quarantine
facilities will be necessary in connection with
the clinic. Currently the zoo has an examination
room in which surgeries and routine exams
have been conducted on small animals. Two
other holding rooms exist -- both are for
animals in i5olation.

Maintenance
Now that the Zoological Society is re5pon5ible for the maintenance of the ground5,
facilitie5, vehicles and equipment, space must
be provided for work areas and 5torage.
Currently work space i5 located behind the
Rare Feline area. Storage there i5 5upplemented by the larger storage barn. 5pace is
needed for horticulture. endeavor5, for ga5,
oil, and toxic / flammable 5upplies.
Animal Care
Animal care recluire5 areas for storage of dry
food, cold 5torage, supplies and equipment,
crate5, etc. Exhibit areas should include some
storage for items needed for particular exhibit
need5. Some food items could be stored in
certain animal area5. A warehouse situation
should be evaluated. A larger kitchen i5
needed.
An on-5ite hay barn will be required. Current
hay storage i5 located in the Land Park Corporation Yard, but the zoo has been asked to
have hay storage on site.
An off-exhibit bird holding facility i5 required
to house endangered species and species
being held temporarily. In addition, it should
function as a reproductive center and include
incubators and hatchling room5.

Retail / Food and Beverage
Both operations require storage and office
5pace. The current gift shop is considered
too large_ for the size of the zoo facility -- not
meeting per cap financiale. This should be
evaluated. Food and beverage require more
storage for day-to-day operations and for
5
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catering need5. Both operations require a
warehou5e. Both operations create problems
with access for delivery truck5. This i5 also
true for other operations of the zoo.
Re-deeign of the current gift shop and the
addition of a potential gift kiosk 5hould. be
evaluated.

The Sacramento Zoo
Planning Process
BaSed on the mission and previously outlined
"charge" to the planning team, The Fortico
Group worked with the 5acramento Zoo to
establish a comprehensive program. This was
accomplished through a series of workshops
with the zoo staff to gain familiarization with
their goals and to build a sensitivity to the
attitudes each staff member held regarding
the role that the 5acramento Zoo should have
in the community. The first workohop dealt
with "the experience of zooe"; the second on
brainstorming the new zoo of the 215t century; the third on potential themes and organizing principals of the zoo; a fourth on an
exhibit model; a fifth on creating an animal
collection plan and the stories bonded to
each animal; and a 5ixth and seventh on space
requirements of all exhibits and services at the
zoo. These workshops were followed by
numerous refinement discussions with the
intent of creating a master plan that was

based on the consensus of the team -- a plan
for which each member of the team could feel
ownership and strong 5upport.
To open the lines of communication, f'ortico
prepared a list of questions for discussion
and documented each per5on'S commente.
While cLueStione addressed factual information
as background upon which Portico could build,
such as existing collection, programs and
space requirement5, more thought provoking
que5tion5 led to meaningful dialogue about the
future of the zoo and the vision that each
participant had. To the first due5tion,'JWfjatia

(_ace_^he^1Qa_t memQrabL^expe_rience(Tl vQu
f^ve^^d with animal5 a_^t1^e^^or in nature_;?"" three key observations were offered:
1) having up-clo5e (almo5t etartling) encounter5 with animal5; 2) being part (or eharing) of
the adventure with the animal; 3) being tran5ported to someplace el5e.
To our second que5tion, the answers were as
informative. "lyhaG mad^the_e^cperien^e^^QVe
tnemo_ralzle?" These answers included: 1)
emotional "eye-to-eye" contact; 2) an under5tanding why they (animale) do what they do;
and 3) a celebration of life and the joy of
knowing that we're sharing the planet with
these animal5.
We asked the zoo team to envision the completed zoo in 2010 and to describe what it
would be like. While the list was long and
detailed, the 5ummary was that it would:
1) be an incredible wildlife resource for
the region;

2) emphasize the intercom mectedncoo of
all living thing5;
3) be entertaining and educational; and
4) demonstrate the zoo'e commitment to
wildlife conservation locally and
throughout the world, while encouraging public participation.
Finally we asked two closing que5tion5: 1)
"Y_V_hat driveo--thechoiceo_f_deter.alining_the
ani.rnal-CollectiDnJor --- th.ia__new-Zoo?" and 2)
`JHo_w-vilu^nea^ure^u_coe^^' To the first
que5tion the following answers were given in
no particular order of priority:

1 . Staff Experti5e;
2. Animal Availability;
3. 55P & AZA Recommendation5;
4. f ublic Appeal; and
5. Conservation and Educational Interpretation opportunitie5.
To the final que5tion, the following list was
generated:
1. Improved year round visitation and
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managed growth;
2. ObServed increased respect for the
animals at the zoo;
3. Increase in the length of stay at the
zoo;
4. Greater participation in and 5upport for
local and global conservation and
education programs and organization5;
5. Increased Zoo member5hip5, repre5enting a community more bonded to
the zoo;

6. Broader donor ba5e.
The concept plan requires a thorough under5tanding of functional needs and space rectuirement5 for each animal enc!o5ure, as well
as all visitor and staff neede.The documentation of this information creates a program
upon which the plan is developed and i5 the
result of lengthy discussion with the Staff
relating to all the functions and activities that
need to take place at the 5acramento Zoo. In
addition, we discussed the amount of space
needed for each staff member to perform hi5/
her job most effectively. Along with our experience in other such facilitie5, the planning
team established an initial program of all the
activitie5, functions and spatial requiremente
associated with the Zoo. In addition, the
relationship between each function/activity was
also discussed to clearly define adjacencie5,
links to other needs and an efficient circulation
5y5tem. In a facility such as the 5acramento
Zoo, this i5 a complex organization. However,
through working with groups of activitie5, we
were able to isolate movement systems and
assess which functions needed to be in proximity to one another. This program matrix can
be found in the appendix of this report.
With the arrival of Mary Healy as the new
director in December of 1999, a zoo staff
brainstorming workshop was organized to
further define the direction of the zoo under
her leader5hip. These sessions sought to
define the identity of the zoo: "What arewe
alLalzout;? What are nur attrilzute5? What
... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

m.e^^age5^o_^ve_^va.nto_u.r_g.ue_5t5 _t^ feave
wil;ALHDw-dpe,5 theso_o_-I;Ir,-alLtbiS--to_gether_in
a__ne__►v__w_o_f_or_a_ne _w_oen_t_ury_?
To summarize lengthy di5cu55ione, three main
themes evolved to guide the direction of the
new, more provocative zoo, that addree5ed
the idea of thinking "out-of-the box." The first
three are:

1. Connections
- Peop!e/Anima!5 are connected
- I'iece5 of the puzzle

- Dominos in nature -- what we do
affects everything
2. Diversity

- How can we communicate with people
of all backgrounds
- What i5 a universal language
- We all have different roles in our livee,
our families and in nature
3. Web of Life
I'lante+people+habitat5+animal5
Fabric, threads
Animal coverings
Weaving ideas
Perhap5 the most intriguing idea or theme to
emerge, however, was the fourth point -- a
point that would later become the guiding
principal of the new plain. It generated the
idea of a 5EN50RY ZOO, and with it topics
such a5:

What do smells mean?
Human perception of ugly vo,pretty
Comparing animal and human senses
Motion detectors at exhibits -- mi5t,
5ound5, wind bur5t5, 5mel!5, movement
Discovering 5ecret5, exploring
Ask que5tion5, don't ju5t inform!
Keep closeness to animals for sensory
experience
Hidden 5urpri5es, hidden views
Experience a journey or "trea5ure" hunt
Explorers (real people) pa5t, present
and future
5
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Sacramento Zoo

Exhibit Model
Docent Demonstrations
-Live Animal Touching
-Visitor Participation
-Artifacts

Zone of
Interaction
& Behavior
Enrichment

Tactile
-Full-sized Models
-Skins & Furs
-Artifacts
Partially Hidden
or Screened
view of Animal

Clues
-Related Exhibits
-Scat
-Blaze on Trees
-Dens & Nests
-Bones
-Tracks
-Hairballs
-Damaged Landscape

Sound Affects
-Related Exhibits
-Animal Eating: Munching
-Vocalization: Gunting,
Snorting, Etc.

Odiferous Affects
-Related Exhibits
-Plants scents
-Animal Odors
-Dampness/Humidity

.. . to 11'75p1re appreciation for all living thing5.
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Guide map: scratch and Sniff, missing
pieces
Collectable carde, pin5, etampe, coins
that would change every few months
f'as5port etamp5
Universal experience.

An Emerging Exhibit Concept

_^
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From the ideas and diecu55ion5, a design
exhibit model emerged based on the premise
that the zoo should reflect nature as closely
as possible and unfold the drama of discovering anima!5, much like a hiker encounters
animals in the wild. To be moot realiotic, moot
encounters with animals in the wild are unpredictable, but with experience and knowledge,
one can piece together clues that will aid u5 in
our diecoverie5. These clues provide information to make intelligent guesses of the animals
one may 5ee. Clues such as 5cat, 5ound5,
track5, neete, 5me!!5, broken branche5, blazes
on trees and other such 5igne, can greatly aid
u5 in our di5coverie5. In 5hort, we each use
our senses and our innate Guriooity to unravel
the dynamic mysteries of nature.
Our exhibit model for the Sacramento Zoo i5
very similar to this approach. The idea focuses
around three to five "anchor" exhibits for the
Sacramento Zoo of about 2 acres each. These
are really exhibit complexes with many species
of smaller animals and one or more large

K

animal5. Since large anima!5, such as giraffe5,
can be seen from great di5tance5, other
animals and clues along the path, through
"zone5 of the 5en5e5," will heighten the
experience. It recognizes the disabilities and
innate sensitivities in each of u5 and seeks to
create a means by which our senses can be
heightened and used more fully to di5covcr
the unique characteristics and behaviors of
the animals and their environment. Unfolded
through a sequence of "SenSory ZoneS" and
aided by clues along the way (5me!!, 5cat,
eound5, etc.) and the use of ecope5, micro-

M
... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

phonee, recording5, video, fans, mister5, and
the like, this approach will amplify the vioitor'o
perception and encourage each to search for
clues to the animals that reside within.

In the diagram to the left, sensory zones have
been identified and organized into a seq,uential
experience along the vieitor'S path. The first
zone the visitor encounters i5 the Zone of
Awarene55. This i5 a zone that bui!d5 on one'S
emotions -- the sense that one i5 being
watched or stalked as the tiger otripeo blend
with the vertical lines of bamboo or as the
eyes of a jaguar pierce through the tree
canopy.
The second zone i5 that of Hearing and Smell.
While the animal may not yet be seen, one can
guess by the smells and sounds made which
animal may likely be encountered. But, this
zone may draw out more subtle and unusual
sounds as well. Have you ever heard termites
scurrying about in a termite mound? Or the
sound of ungulates ruminating? Microphones
hung in strategic places can amplify these
sounds informing ue the way other animals may
hear or communicate. And likewise garden
smells may be introduced to attract or repel
creaturee. Fragrances can also be released
along the trail as visitors bump up against
vegetation.

The Zone of Sight and Touch (Recognition)
follows and may accompany the first views of
the animal. But, for the unsighted, touching or
brushing up against a fu!!-5ized model(o) -perhap5 3 or 4 wi!debea5ts crossing the path
may allow discovery in another way of the
animals in that habitat.
The Zone of Interaction and Behavior Enrichment i5 the zone of animal encounter5. This i5
a two-way encounter -- people to animalo and
animals to people -- the moment when each i5
aware of the other. What if a chimpanzee could
pass a straw through a 5ma!l hole in the glaoo
to a visitor -- both could feel the tug!

SacZoo / I'ortico
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Finally, the Zone of Demonstration enables
di5cu55ion and touching, feeling, amelling, and
seeing live animals held by docents and experiencing artifacts up-clo5e.
In 5ummary, this exhibit model is envisioned to
alert the visitor to use all their senses in the
discovery of animals at the zoo and in 00
doing it i5 hoped that the zoo will pique the
interest and curiosity of all who attend. In this
way we may all become better citizens and
managers of our natural world.

The Sacramento Zoo Plan
With the exhibit model in mind and along with
developed animal liets, sensory interpretive
stories and the function and epace, requirement programs found in the back of this report, the team developed a plan. It i5 important to note that this plan does not increase
the footprint of the present zoo. The entrance
remains in its present location and i5 rede5igned to better "fit" with the gift shop and
neighborhood character and to meet the many
needs of the arriving vi5itor5. The picnic area
which protects the magnificent oaks remain5,
along with Kampala food service and an improved filtration system for the remodelled
lake. Space for 5ervice, medical, admini5tration and other 5upport services will be increa5ed in size in its present location, to
better accommodate the care and keeping of
the animals and service to the public..
Care has been taken to preserve the park
5etting, currently achieved by the peripheral
plantinge. These will continue to screen the
zoo activities from the surrounding neighbore,
much like they do today.

The organizational diagram on the adjacent
page arranges the zoo into eight zoneS.Theee
define the exhibit zone5, the visitor services
zones and the zoo operations zone as follow5:
g

1. Sensory Exhibit Center
2. Sensory Reptile Center
3. Discovery Lake
4. Asian Traneect:
Tiger Complex
5. African Savanna:

Giraffe Complex
6. African ForeSt:
Chimpanzee Complex
7. Visitor Services
and Amenities
a. Entry ticketing and
Information
b. Gift shop

28,000af
8,0005f
59,0005f
98,0005f
102,0005f
107,0005f

88,0005f
M,

c. Multi-u5e & Catering Facilities
d. Kampala & Other Food 5ervice

3. Zoo Operations and
160,0005f
Maintenance
a. Administration
b. Medical & Recovery Holding
c. Education
d. Food Preparation
e. Marketing & Community Relations
f. Maintenance & 5toraae

640,0005f
= 14.7 Acres

The Sensory Exhibit5
The concept of a"een5ory zoo," as described
in the exhibit model, i5 the central interpretive
theme of the zoo. To prepare visitors for this
new type of vi5itor-involved zoo, this sensory
concept i5 presented to the visitor at the
entry. Two exhibit halls flank the entry -- the
new sensory center and a refurbished reptile
hou5e. These hallo will be filled with interactive
and live exhibits chosen to encourage and
teach visitors how to effectively use their
senses and to learn the many unusual and
fascinating ways that the senses aid all living
creature5. The techniclue5 learned here will be
used to help vi5itor5 discover clues throughout the zoo that will greatly broaden their
day'S outing at the zoo and their knowledge
of plants and animals in nature.
... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

5acZoo / Portico
3/20/01

;A

Concept Plan

Sacramento Zoo
The Portico Group

... to inspire appreciation for all livng things.
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`The center will have sections on each of the
IS- 5enee5: Hearing, 5eeing, Touching, 5melling

^nd TaSting. Included in the tactile (touching)
fection, for in5tance, are plans for the underwater viewing of river otter5, and in the taste
5ection, animals that survive because they
^ taste bad. Humboldt penquino may 9100 be
featured with their underwater acrobatics and
keen sense of vi5ion.

7
7
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DiSCovery Lake
The central water feature at the zoo will remain, but will be redesigned to enable visitors
to be immersed in the marsh experience. It will
also be me5h-enclo5ed to enable it to become
a very large free-flight walk-through aviary.
Large birds like flamingos will no longer need
to be pinioned, but will be able to fly. Flocks
of smaller birds will sail overhead and multiple

th American species will define and work
^uth
out many of their own territorie5. While walkin g -Inn g mar5h boardwalk5I visitors will see
crocodile5, cottontop tamarins or eifaka
monkeys and jaguar5, seemingly without
barrier5.

^

_1

n

But this exhibit carries with it another challenge as well. It i5 also a testing area for
visitors -- an opportunity to try out the di5covery technique5 learned in the "5en5ory
center" in preparation for their journeys
through the remaining animal environment5. As
with all exhibit zone5, but perhaps more 5o
here, docents will be stationed to point out
clues and to answer que5tion5, and to help
engage each visitor to the zoo in developing

a surprise encounter with a tiger, separated
only by the transparency of gla55. Numerous
caves line this backdrop to the exhibit, some
occupied by bat5. As the trail begins to
de5cend, orangutans can be seen eye-to-eye
in nests at treeline, along with hornbill5. But it
i5 the sound of gibbons that lead the visitor
on. These extremely vocal primates are also
amazing acrobatic artists as their long limbo
enable them to rythmically brachiate through
the branche5. 5un bears are next with their
visual displays -- also great climbers -- and
then onto the well-camouflaged and secretive
snow leopards occupying high altitude niches
far above treeline.

Exiting through this zone, the visitor passes
by the recently completed red panda exhibit
set in a bamboo forest and joined by the
multi-color5 of a variety of pheasant 5pecie5.

African Savanna: Giraffe Complex
Large hoofed stock have always been a trademark of the 5acramento Zoo, and this new
plan will be no exception. In fact a number of
species (both large and small animal5) will be
added to the plan.
The gateway to the savanna will glimpse the
towering heads of giraffe, but the visitor
might actually be walking among a herd of life5ized bronzed wildebea5t5 or other such
impressively scaled animal5. From a closer
vantage point, lions will be seen stalking prey
-- perhaps with a zebra in view, but just out of
reach.

his or her curiosity for exploring the world
around u5.

The Asian TranSect: Tiger Complex
There are really two zones in this complex,
one dealing with tropical forest animalo ouch
as the orangutan, gibbon, sun bear and tiger,
and the other with Himalayan animals such as
1 snow leopard, red panda and phea5ant5. A

V

_0
0
N

discovery trail winds its way through the
complex drawing the visitor into a cave and to
10

But, while the savanna i5 rich in large animal5,
small animals also abound. Many of these
smaller animals and their sensory stories will
be seen in the foreground to the large animals
-- meerkats, porcupine5, bat-eared fox, hornbill5 and eagle backed by wild dog and kudu.
And all along the trail, animal footprint5, nests
etc. give clues to other animals that may have
passed through.

... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

SacZoo / Portico
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to in5pire appreciation for all living thing5.
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African ForeSt: Chimpanzee Complex
When pygmy hippopotamus flee from predator5 they run through a maze of foliage tunnel5. These will form the entry into this forest
M zone -- some for children to crawl through,
others more suited to unadventurous adult5.
., From in this 5etting, swamp monkey5, red
.®

.M

river hog and the bizarre okapi can be found,
along with turaco5 and other bird 5pecies. But
. the real anchor exhibit within this zone i5 the
chimpanzee. The Sacramento Zoo has had
.n
much success with chimpanzees and the new
plan will expand their quarters creating a more

their present location5. And in addition to
these eervice5, a new restaurant with a covered food court will be located with an overview of the Okapi ForeSt.
Zoo Operations and Maintenance
A zoo the size of 5acramento'S requires
careful planning for circulation to minimize the
overlap between visitors and service vehicle5.
ThuS, the plan has been organized around an
improved 5ervice yard behind the existing
Kampala and radially connected to the service
core and perimeter exhibit areas of the zoo.

lush environment and improved viewing opportunitie5 and situations for the public. Interac-

^
0

.0

.M

tion5 aimed at engaging people in the activitie5 of these primates will be explored.

Visitor Services and Amenities
The entry will bring a new image to the 5acramento Zoo -- one that takes its character
from the materials and scale of the 5urrounding re5idential 5tyle. It will be inviting to the
daily needs of zoo-goer5 and designed to
accommodate ticketing, information, member5hip, fir5t-aid and re5troom 5ervicee, while
providing access to the gift ahop, sensory

'0 exhibit center and central exhibit plaza.
-2

_M
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But most importantly, the entry serves as a
gateway through which zoo visitors pass to
leave the city, the park and their normal routine5 behind and enter a world that allows
each of u5 to be transported to another place
an d another country, to magne theI'^vee o f
animals in their place in nature and to "5u5Pend our own di5belief" of our location.

_M
To enable this type of experience, large public
gathering areas are sited away from exhibit
zones as much as po55ible. For the most part
_0
they are concentrated at the upper zoo pla-0 teau and surrounding the lake. These include,

The service core provides all program requirement5 for admini5tration, education, medical,
food preparation, marketing, public relation5,
development and primary maintenance and
5torage. For a small zoo, this i5 a tall order
and requires that several of the buildings be
planned as two-etoried buildings. The topography, with the railroad viaduct behind,
allows these taller structures to be absorbed
into the landscape with little impact to the
neighbors.

The plan also accommodates parking for zoo
Staff that currently i5 off-eite. The plan provideo for a below grade parking structure for
52 cars and at least an additional 8 surface
parked car5. All admini5trative, education and
marketing and community relation functions
can be accommodated on the parking deck in
one and two story 5tructure5. Each of these
functions are publicly accessed by vehicle on a
turn-around without entering the animal 5ervice area. This includes deliveries and bus
drop-off with minimal parking for 5hort-term
gue5t u5ere.

_M
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along with the entry: the Kampala food 5ervice; the multi-u5e space to accommodate
changing exhibits, catering, and after hours
function5; and picnic areas and amphitheater in
12

From this turn-around, a security gate provideo access to food preparation, commons
and 5torage, medical and necrop5y, bird
recovery, shop 5torage, garaeco arid
dump5ter.
Three service roads radiate inside the zoo
... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.

SacZoo / Portico
5/25/01
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from this central core area: one along the
back5ide of the savanna to the sensory exhibit
center where a 5econdary exit is recommended; another to a central service area
behind the Kampala Center; and a third along
the perimeter to the back5ide of the orangutan exhibit. (Note that these latter two both
share a portion of the path with pede5trian5.
The intent i5 that there router, be uoed by
trucks prior to and after zoo hours and by
cart only as needed during zoo hour5.)
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... to inspire appreciation for all living thing5.
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Entry Ticketing & Orientation Plaza / Aviary

Aviary / Multi-Use Shelter
14

... to inspire appreciation for all living things.
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Asian Tiger / Snow Leopard Exhibits
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Service / Staff Parking Structure
... to inspire appreciation for all living things.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan Addendum
Summary for City Council
The Portico Group of Seattle developed the Vision Plan for the Sacramento Zoo with
input from the zoo staff, board of directors, and residents. In order to fully address the
interests of the residents most directly impacted by the zoo, a working group of Land
Park residents, zoo representatives and a city representative was formed. The issues
raised and information shared are an integral part of the Vision Plan and are outlined in
this addendum to the Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Background on Land Park Working Group
January 11, 2001

Purpose: The Land Park Working Group (LPWG) concept was proposed after the
October 18, 2000 Public Forum about the Zoo. At that time it was clear there were still
some unresolved issues and questions that were difficult to address in a large group. The
LPWG consists of three representatives of the Land Park Community Association, three
Land Park residents at the invitation of the zoo, one project management advisor, the
president of the Zoological Society, the director of the zoo, and a representative of the city.
History: The last Master Plan was completed in 1988. In the 1997 agreement with the
City, the Zoological Society was directed to "update the Zoo 2002 Master Plan within two
years of the execution of (this) agreement." The agreement went on to state, "It is the
intention of the parties that the Master Plan revision focus on improving Zoo operations
within the existing Zoo boundaries." (Partnership Agreement, 1997, page 17) In addition,
the 1988 Master Plan was considered out of date by zoo staff because of the restrictions to
the collection defined by the previous theme of "Rivers of the World." It also included
elephants as a major feature and current elephant management recommendations have
changed so significantly that it is no longer feasible to include elephants in a park of our
size. The old plan did not include a hospital because UC Davis was providing veterinary
services. The old plan also included an education building across the street by Fairytale
Town, which is not believed to be practical.
Proposed Vision Plan: The development of the new Vision Plan started in January 2000
with input from zoo staff, zoo board and Portico, a design firm from Seattle that specializes
in zoos. When preliminary drawings were available, the zoo staff held a Public Forum in
July to outline the plan and solicit comments. An informational overview of the process
was presented to City Council in August. Informational updates and meetings were
conducted with LPCA and the Citizen's Advisory Committee in August, September and
early October. A second Public Forum was held October 18, 2000.
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The key elements of the proposed Vision Plan are as follows:
- The zoo will remain on the existing site and will not expand beyond the current
fence line.
- The main guest entrance will remain on West Land Park Drive.
- A new entrance will showcase the new theme of the zoo. A tiered, two-story
building is proposed for this area. Further public comment will be invited on the
design of this facility since it will be visible from the park.
- The theme of the new zoo will explore the world of animal senses in the context of
a zoogeographic, natural setting.
- Administration, Education and Marketing offices will be constructed near the
current administration offices. A full-scale exotic animal hospital is also being
proposed to house on-site veterinary care for the first time in the Sacramento Zoo's
history. This hospital is the top priority at this time.
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Goals
-

Partial underground parking under offices to supplement staff parking while
maximizing use of space is being proposed. The new plan does not eliminate any
existing staff parking.
Every effort will be made to spread visitor attendance throughout the year by
employing features such as indoor exhibits, water mister systems, outdoor heaters
and covered viewing areas. Marketing efforts will also support this goal through
advertising and attendance generating offers off-season.
The zoo staff, using a number of criteria that will include public interest but will be
driven by the best current practices in animal management, will develop the animal
collection plan.
All physical development will adhere to city guidelines and regulations that relate
to the protection and preservation of trees.

Identify concerns that were not resolved at the Public Forums.
Identify any new concerns or questions.
Answer above or determine who can answer.
Agree on a Vision Plan that can be presented to City Council as the designated
project for environmental review.
Set up process for ongoing meetings of the LPWG to update and involve neighbors
in zoo projects.
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LAND PARK WORKING GROUP
Steve Belzer
Land Park Community Association
Barbara Bonebrake
Director
Convention, Culture & Leisure Dept.
City of Sacramento
Anne Cavanagh
Zoo Docent
(project management experience)
Virginia Chadwick
Land Park resident
Lois Chappell
President, Sacramento Zoological Society
Dale Claypoole
Land Park Community Association
Paul Frame
Land Park resident
Mary Healy
Director, Sacramento Zoological Society
Carl Otto
Land Park resident
Stephanie Papas
Principal, Holy Spirit School
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Land Park Working Group
Summary of Minutes
January 2001 - April 2001

January 11, 2001
The LPWG identified key issues:
Attendance at the zoo and impact on neighborhood, including parking.
Proposed Pavilion and impact on trees and sightline from Land Park.
Understanding the City process for scheduling events in Land Park.
Reviewing the Mitigation Measures from 1988 Master Plan.
Tasks:
Zoo staff to develop Admissions/Marketing Plan for the zoo
Zoo staff to provide concepts for Pavilion
February 21, 2001
Admissions/Marketing Plan was reviewed
The plan was accepted with minor changes.
Parking
A parking shuttle service was discussed. It was determined that the goal of the
zoo and the neighbors is to spread attendance throughout the year, not increase
attendance at the zoo on already busy weekends. A shuttle would not help this
effort. Attendance at the zoo on busy park days is actually self-limiting because
of the parking. No further resolution was proposed.
Pavilion
A concept based on the Bannon Creek Pavilion was shared. This was built very
close to large oak trees. The LPWG decided to invite a representative of the City
Tree Services to walk the proposed area.
March 19, 2001
Mitigation Measures
The 1988 Mitigation Measures were reviewed and the LPWG developed language
that would go in the new Vision Plan (see attached).
Pavilion
The Pavilion was discussed in depth but resolution postponed pending meeting
with City Tree Services.
March 28. 2001
Pavilion
Martin Fitch, City Tree Services, determined that the 38' x 80' footprint as laid
out in the picnic area adjacent to the oak trees was outside the drip line and would
comply with city code.
A subset of the LPWG continued to discuss the visual impact of the roofline and
ways to hide it.
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April 4. 2001
Pavilion
The proposed pavilion and the sightline from Land Park was further discussed. It
was suggested that some kind of vine growing on the fence would be the best
supplement to the landscaping. The LPWG suggested a digital photo showing the
concept. The LPWG also asked that the Vision Plan map clearly show that no
structures or paved surfaces would be under the drip line of the heritage oaks.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Admissions Marketing Plan
February 2001
Background
The Sacramento Zoological Society is a 501(c)3 nonprofit organization dedicated to
"inspiring appreciation, understanding and respect for all living things through
stimulating education, wholesome recreation and innovative species management
programs."
The Sacramento Zoo opened on June 2, 1927. The nonprofit Sacramento Zoological
Society was started in 1956 by a group of zoo lovers who recognized the need for wildlife
education in our community. Understanding that education is the key to making a
difference in the community's attitudes about animals and the environment, the newly
formed society initiated public education programs. Since then, the organization has
expanded in both programming and services to benefit a larger and more diverse
audience. The society assumed daily and financial management of the zoo from the City
of Sacramento in July 1997.
The Sacramento Zoo's collection consists of over 400 animals, representing 138 exotic
and native species, 32 of which are endangered or threatened. The zoo is involved in 19
Species Survival Plans (SSP) that maintain a rich genetic pool for animals endangered or
threatened in the wild. The zoo manages national breeding programs for two endangered
species: thick-billed parrot and golden-bellied mangabey.
Educational programs at the Sacramento Zoo are integral to the Sacramento Zoological
Society's mission of "inspiring appreciation, understanding and respect for all living
things." The zoo offers a wide variety of education programs for all ages that are
designed to foster an appreciation of our world's wildlife and to encourage responsible
behaviors that enhance the quality of life in the Sacramento community and will ensure a
healthy, biologically diverse planet for the future.
The Sacramento Zoo is committed to providing the best care possible for the animals in
the collection by continually monitoring accepted standards for exotic animals. Towards
that end, in January 2000, the zoo embarked on a plan to update the current Master Plan
that was adopted in 1988.
To prepare for the upcoming changes, the Zoo will develop a Strategic Business Plan to
guide the Zoo's financial and operational activities over the next five years. Evaluation of
past attendance and financial performance; identification of benchmarks; and projection
of future building impacts will be considered.
A major fund raising campaign will engage the Sacramento Zoological Society Board of
Directors, corporations, local foundations, and in fact, the entire community. The Zoo
will maximize revenues with carefully managed attendance, aggressive marketing, new
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and enhanced membership and education programs, improved guest services, and
additional grant solicitations.
In order to implement the proposed Vision Plan, the staff identified the following primary
business planning goals:
•

Maximize revenue sources and expense efficiency while maintaining a highquality visitor experience.

•

Create funds to provide the Zoo not only with an operating contingency, but also
the resources to re-invest in itself.

•

Implement and guide a major capital campaign dedicated to the Vision Plan.

Value of Zoos
Understanding why zoos are so popular and how they generate the public's interest and
support helps focus the planning process. Zoological parks are important to their
communities for many reasons, some of which include:
•

Zoos provide safe, affordable, recreation and education for families.

•

Zoos help people understand and appreciate wildlife, thus fostering support for
conservation efforts that have worldwide implications.

•

Zoos provide employment for local citizens, markets for area vendors, and
generate collateral visitor spending at local establishments, thus positively
impacting the local economy.

•

Zoos enhance the quality of life for the residents of the local community, making
the community an attractive place to live and work.

People love zoos, as evidenced by the fact that more people visit zoos annually than
attend major sports events. As a fundamental source of pride, zoos are central to the
strength and vitality of the communities they serve. Zoos in some cities have served as
the foundation for community renaissance and revitalization. Historically, communities
rally around these institutions, because in terms of both economic value and community
pride, they are too important to lose.
General Zoo Demographics
According to surveys and research consolidated by the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association (AZA), zoos and aquariums are the leading attractions for families across the
nation. A recent poll showed the number of individuals visiting AZA accredited zoos in
'1998 reached 123 million. The numbers are impressive, and it's important that we
understand what motivates their visits so we may better manage our attendance potential.
In an AZA survey conducted in 1997, nearly three of every ten American adults visited a
zoo the previous year and 74% of these visitors brought children with them. More than 3
million Americans are members of a zoo or aquarium, and 93% of all Americans
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consider themselves animal lovers. Zoo visitors, like those who visit museums,
aquariums, and nature conservatories, tend to have higher levels of education and income
than the average American. Parents with young children represent the average visitors
(family groups of 3-4 are the most common), and 65-70% of all adult visitors are between
the ages of 25-44.
Visitor profiles at different zoos are generally indicative of the racial and ethnic
composition of the community. Several studies have indicated that large proportions of
zoo visitors are first-time or infrequent visitors. Adult visitors are more likely to be
female than male, especially on weekdays. Two-thirds of visitors purchase food or drinks
and one-half visit the gift shop. Half of all zoo visitors come in the months of May
through August, with weekends and holidays the busiest visitation days. Zoos in mild
winter climates have higher attendance in winter months than cold climate zoos.
Although many zoos consider education a key part of their mission, most visitors do not
come primarily to learn about animals or conservation. Most come for a fun family
outing and to enjoy the animals in their naturalistic exhibits. In the process, they may
explore some new ideas and concepts, but this is not their primary motivation. Visitors to
a zoo typically want to spend quality time with their families or friends in an interesting,
comfortable, and safe environment. Frequent zoo visitors or zoological society members
do seem to attach a higher rating to the educational aspects of the visit than do. casual
visitors.
The typical stay at a zoo ranges from 1.5 hours for a small zoo to 3.0 hours for a larger
zoo. Length of visits at the Sacramento Zoo fall within that range. The ability of a
specific exhibit within the zoo to hold a visitor's attention is directly related to any sort of
motion within the exhibit (feeding, running, etc.) and to the size and weight of the animal
(or the perceived size and weight as in a small animal highlighted in a small
environment). Animals that are sleeping or hard to see frequently lead to visitor
frustration, disappointment and the unlikelihood of repeat visits. Visitor participation
opportunities, the perception that an animal is "dangerous," and the presence of an animal
infant also increase the holding power of exhibits.
Sacramento Zoo Demographics
The Sacramento Zoological Society's mission statement pinpoints its commitment to the
conservation of wildlife and to the enjoyment and education of all. visitors. The statement
reads:
•

The mission of the Sacramento Zoological Society is to inspire appreciation for
all living things through innovative education, recreation and species
management.

Just as we must be knowledgeable about wildlife in order to address husbandry and
animal welfare issues, we must also understand the diversity of Sacramento so that we
may relate to the expectations and needs of the zoo visitors.
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Sacramento's population of 1,585,0001 provides a solid base on which to draw Zoo
attendance. According to a recent study by the Sacramento Convention and Visitors
Bureau, over 36% fall into the target 20-44 age group, the group most likely to visit zoos.
A Sacramento Zoo survey in July 1999 showed that 50% of the zoo's visitors were from
outside Sacramento County.
Other local attractions create a competitive entertainment environment in Sacramento for
both visitor and resident leisure dollars. Among the visitor and resident destinations in
Sacramento, the Zoo ranks second in attendance behind the California State Railroad
Museum. In 2000, the zoo was voted "Best Attraction for Kids" by Sacramento Magazine
and "Best Family Outing" by Sacramento News & Review.
Other key attractions are the Crocker Art Museum, Discovery Museum, Fairytale Town
and the Capitol Building.
The Sacramento Zoo is located within Land Park, a 166 acre regional park that also
includes a nine-hole city golf course, Fairytale Town, Funderland, pony rides and
numerous recreational fields and picnic areas. It is a well-utilized, beautifully landscaped
park that provides a natural setting for the zoo but does present some challenges. Parking
and traffic access is limited and, combined with the size of the zoo, attendance growth at
the zoo is not limitless.
History of Attendance
To help understand the Zoo's attendance projections, it is important to compare the Zoo
with other similar zoological institutions. It is true that no two zoos are alike in location,
size, gate fees and exhibit offerings but it is helpful to compare zoos of similar size and
metropolitan population.
Monthly attendance records have been kept since 1972. In 2000, 496,500 visitors came to
the 14-acre site. Of the 187 zoos and aquariums accredited by the American Zoo and
Aquarium Association, 27 zoos have less than 20 acres. Of those 27, only two have an
annual attendance greater than the Sacramento Zoo. One of those two is a free facility
that estimates attendance at their 12-acre zoo to be 750,000. The other is an 11-acre
native species park that had an attendance of 551,149 in 1999.Of the remaining zoos, one
zoo's attendance ranges between 400,000 - 500,000 and six zoos range between 300,000
- 400,000 visitors. Simply put, the Sacramento Zoo is very well attended for its size,
further supporting the ability to increase fees once improvements are made. (See
Attachment A)
Over the last five years, the Zoo's attendance has increased from 371,842 to 496,466 as a
result of marketing efforts, special events, temporary exhibits, and weather patterns.
Studying attendance over the last twenty-seven years, however, reveals some interesting

California Department of Finance, E2 County Population Estimates and
Components of Change with Historical Estimates, January 1999; and E1
City/County Population Estimates, May 1999.
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statistics. The zoo has not enjoyed a steady increase in attendance. Overall, it has been
relatively flat, despite a 14.7% growth in the metropolitan area over the past ten years.2
The highest annual attendance was 590,438 in 1987 but attendance generally declined
until 1997. The upswing in 1997 was not attributed to any special events but rather a new
emphasis on improved marketing. The Zoo started offering a temporary spring exhibit in
1998, 1999 and 2000. This is not being planned for 2001 or 2002 at this time.
Five-Year Averages:
1986 - 1990

554,748

1991 - 1995 416,744
1996 - 2000

444,483

Long Range Marketing Strategy
The last Master Plan for the Sacramento Zoo adopted a weekend differential for
admission fees in an attempt to encourage more weekday visitation. Weekends continue
to attract more visitors and it is not believed that this differential makes a significant
difference. If a resident is visiting on a regular basis, they are probably a zoo member and
may attend for free any day. An infrequent visitor or tourist would not be aware of the
price differential until arriving at the zoo and it is not very practical to market this
strategy.
The zoo has been fairly aggressive in increasing admission fees with four increases in the
past seven years (see chart). The goal is to increase revenue while attempting to manage
attendance, which will improve the experience of our guests by reducing crowding.
Future marketing proposals will evaluate the use of "peak vs. off-peak" pricing. For
example, to encourage more year round visitation, an increase in fees may be considered
from President's Day weekend in February through Labor Day. This will encourage local
residents to enjoy the zoo more during the shoulder seasons. This can be marketed more
easily than a weekend differential by starting promotions in the fall. This pricing
differential will be evaluated annually to determine the most effective plan.

19931996
19961999

Adult Week
End
$4.50

Child Week
End
$3.00

Adult Week
Day
$4.00

Child Week
Day
$2.50

School
Child
.75

$5.00

$3.50

$4.50

$3.00

$1.00

z
California Department of Finance, E2 County Population Estimates and
Components of Change with Historical Estimates, January 1999; and E1
City/County Population Estimates, May 1999.
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19992000
2001 2003*

$6.00

$4.25

$5.50

$3.75

$1.50

$6.75

$4.50

$6.25

$4.00

$2.00

*2003 is next proposed increase
As the zoo moves forward with the Vision Plan, improvements to the zoo will generate
more interest. At a retreat in 2000, the Board of Directors of the Sacramento Zoological
Society developed the following statement of purpose: "Our purpose is to assist
management to create and maintain the most unique zoo for its size." This commitment
recognizes the fact that this will always be a small zoo. However, the Sacramento Zoo
does have significant impact in the community through educational programs and
throughout the world through conservation partnerships. The impact of the zoo reaches
far beyond the 14 acres. The commitment on site is to provide a quality experience for
the guests. With that purpose in mind, as the zoo improves, marketing efforts will focus
on providing more value for the price of admission and less discounts during peak times.
This will continue to be balanced with opportunities for disadvantaged children, but with
personal income up 25.7 % over the last ten years,3 the zoo can comfortably increase
admission fees for general admission if the experience is worth the price.
As the zoo improves, memberships will become an even more valuable commodity.
Members will enjoy previews of exhibits, early admission and other special events to
allow them access at times separate from the general admission and at times that can be
managed by invitation. Members currently represent 17.5% of the total annual
attendance.
The Zoo's annual attendance penetration rate into the metropolitan population is
comparable to the other zoological institutions. However, the number of household
members (approximately 10,000 households) as a percentage of the metropolitan
population is below the average of comparable zoos. The implementation of the Vision
Plan with new, compelling exhibits and programs, along with enhancements to the
membership renewal and sales processes, will have a positive impact on the number of
household memberships. In addition, growth in the number of household memberships
will allow the zoo to market to repeat visitors that will be more willing to take advantage
of special events that are offered at non-peak days and times.
It is also important to note that school groups represent another 17.5%. Over half of these
students and chaperones come in April and May. Although bus transportation reduces the
impact these groups have on parking, it is still desirable to spread this attendance more
evenly. The Zoo's Education Department will evaluate pricing structures that make other
months more attractive to schools.

3 4 State Board of Equalization, Taxable Sales in California, 1990, 1998, and
1999. 1998 data reflect final 1997 figures. 1999 data based on the last four
quarters of data available; lst, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th quarters 1998.
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Long Range Exhibit/Promotions Plan:

U
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The new Vision Plan will incorporate many features to encourage year-round visitation.
The proposed entrance building will include the first major enclosed animal exhibit at the
Sacramento Zoo. Penguins will be exhibited along with other smaller species. River
Otters will also be visible from inside the building, although they will be in an outdoor
habitat. As other improvements and new exhibits are designed, they will include weather
moderating features as much as possible. Misters, shade structures, heaters, and fans will
all be considered as plans are developed. Plans are also underway to make improvements
to the Reptile House that will enhance the largest animal building currently on site. The
meeting and conference room space in Kampala is being evaluated for daytime events
such as videos, crafts, animal encounters, classes, and indoor seating in inclement
weather. The old concessions building in the front of the zoo was renovated into a
classroom that serves as a "Discovery Room" for families during inclement weather.
As a marketing strategy, whenever possible, significant exhibit openings will be
scheduled for August - November to encourage attendance in shoulder months.

n
Fiscal Year

Exhibit

Attendance

% Change

2001

Enhanced
Amphitheater
Show

496,466

0

2002

Replacement
Aviaries, Reptile
Building
Enhancements

501,431

+1

2003

Animal Hospital

506,445

+1

2004

Front
Entrance/Penguins

526,703

+4

2005

^ River Otters

537,237

+2
^

2006

Orangutans

558,726

+4

2007

Gibbons & Tigers

581,075

+4

2008

Sun Bears

604,318

+4

2009

Snow Leopard
11 616,405

7

+2

taffin
The proposed Vision Plan does not require a significant increase in staffing. Animal
exhibits are replacing antiquated exhibits and efficiencies gained should offset changes in
the routines for the keepers. The hospital is the most significant support building but with
a full time veterinarian on site since fall 2000, the zoo has already been hosting one or
two veterinarian students daily. Combined with the full time Veterinarian Technician
already on staff, it is anticipated that there may be a net increase of one person over the
seven-day workweek.
It is anticipated that administrative support may increase by two or three individuals once
the new offices are complete. These additions would help support Marketing and
Reception positions.
Conclusion
The Sacramento Zoological Society has never been so well positioned to embark on a
monumental building campaign. Its financial stability since the 1997 partnership with the
City is well documented. Operating revenues, both earned and contributed, continue to
increase. Attendance is stable. Area residents maintain their support of the Zoo with
increased membership purchases and generous donations. In 2000, the zoo was the
recipient of over $535,000 in bequests.
The Zoo's Board of Directors is active, interested, and committed. It has taken a
leadership role in the policies and activities of the Society since assuming full
responsibility in 1997 and is ready to assume the responsibility of managing a major
fund-raising campaign.
Sacramento is the 8th largest city in California and the capital city of the world's 7tn
largest economy. The city's profile is expanding as a desirable community and visitor
destination. The zoo must plan for new visitor amenities, improved animal facilities, and
innovative exhibits if we are to remain competitive within the region. With careful
planning of exhibits, marketing and admissions, the zoo can meet these needs and still be
sensitive to the impact on surrounding neighborhoods.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan

®
Proposed Language on Issues from 1988 Master Plan
F7
The followi mitigation measures and related items from the 1988 adoption of the Zoo
2002 Master an are proposed for continuation in the new Zoo Master Plan/Vision Plan.
Many that are c plete or no longer relevant have been dropped; some have been
consolidated into e topic. The phrasing of some has been updated to be consistent with
the current situation) The item on excursion trains is new.
1) Zoo Boundarie The nal boundaries for the Zoo shall be Land Park Drive on the
east and the fence ' e on the north. The formal gardens at the north of the Zoo as
well as the slope to t e west of the formal gardens shall be maintained outside the
fence line for public us . Any further expansion of the Sacramento Zoo or
construction of ancillary acilities for the zoo shall take place elsewhere than in
William Land Park.
2) Coordinating Activities. The ity will endeavor to coordinate activities to avoid
conflicting uses of the park and heduling of large events at the same time. A
master schedule for Land Park acti ities will be developed and maintained by the
City. The City will develop, maintai and distribute this annually to major
stakeholders in the Park. (The Zoo, La d Park Community Association, Fairytale
Town Board, Golf Advisory Committee; he Land Park soccer clubs.)
f

^

n
^

,n
^

^

,n

3) Trees.
• All construction plans will be prepare n consultation with the City
Arborist.
• Whenever possible, all construction will a id areas within the drip line of
the tree canopy (there are special conditions or heritage oaks-see below)
• The zoo will comply with the provisions of th City's tree ordinance
relating to heritage trees, Chapter 12.64 of the cramento City Code.
There will be no new, permanent exhibits on the rth side of the zoo which
contains the three large heritage oak trees.
4) Lights and Sound.
The zoo will at all times comply with the City Code 8.68.1
regarding outdoor
sound and amplified music. In addition, it is the zoo's polic to end amplified
sound by 9:00pm on weekdays and 10:00pm on weekends (one our earlier than
city code). During special events, any speakers for amplified sound ill be directed
inside the zoo. A phone number will be provided for residents td immediately
report any perceived violations or concerns. (Currently: during the vent: 2645167, after the event: 264-5166.)
Additional low-level permanent lighting will be added where necessar^\ along
sidewalks for guest safety.

1
^

D

Spreading Attendance. The zoo will continue efforts to spread attendance
oughout the year and reduce impact on peak weekends. The zoo will consider
es blishing a reasonable maximum daily capacity beyond which admittance would
be re ricted.

n,
n

6) Parking.^To the. extent feasible, parking for zoo employees shall be provided onsite.
7) Excursion TraQK, The excursion train from Old Sacramento is not a part of this
Master Plan.
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Proposed Picnic Pavilion
May 17,2001

The proposed picnic pavilion in the Zoo's new Vision Plan will be 38' x 80' to fit on
the Reptile House lawn without negatively impacting the heritage oak trees.
The height of the pavilion will be determined by the engineering and design of the
structure but will not exceed a 6:12 pitch, 21' high. The goal will be to design a 4:12
pitch for a height of 17' or possibly a 3:12 pitch for a height of 15'. Factors include the
roofing materials that can be used, the appearance of the structure and the maintenance
of the roof. A flatter roof may collect more leaves and debris and require more
maintenance. Proposed eave height is 10' but may be able to be 9' high.
The Land Park Working Group will be invited to participate in the planning and design
of this structure.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Public Input Timeline
Updated May 21, 2001

Week of July 3- mail survey and send out press release about survey and public forum.
Put survey on zoo website ( saczoo.com). Request return by July 24th
Monday, July 10 - Betty Masuoka, Rich Ramirez with Mary & Barbara Bonebrake
Tuesday, July 11 - Don Murphy, Kelly Montgomery with Mary & Barbara Bonebrake
Week of July 10 - Contact City Managers and Council for
Elk Grove
Citrus Heights
Galt
Folsom
Isleton
Invite to Public Forum and offer presentation at their council meetings
Tuesday, July 18 am - Mayor Jimmie Yee with Mary & Barbara
pm - Councilmember Joe Yee with Mary & Barbara
Week of July 18 - Letter to Councilmembers with update on process
July 24/25 - Workshop with Portico
Monday, July 24, 5:30pm - 8:30pm - Open Public forum with Portico
(Notes published on zoo website)
Tuesday, July 25 - Incorporate input from meeting with Portico
August 1 - Survey due
August 3, 7:00pm - Presentation to Parks & Rec Citizen Advisory Committee (CAC) informational update, not for approval
August 16, 10:15am - City Manager Cabinet review
7:00pm - LPCA Board Meeting, informational overview
August 22, 8:00am - update for Councilmember Joseph Yee
August 29 - City Council - informational overview, not approval
Thursday, September 7, 6:30pm - CAC for informational update
Thursday, October 5 - Walk through at zoo with LPCA representatives
October 18, 7:30pm - Second Public Forum (notes published on zoo website)
January 2001 - Vision Plan Draft and Site Map obtained from Portico
January 11, 5:30pm - Land Park Working Group (LPWG) lst meeting at zoo
February 21, March 19, March 28, April 4 - LPWG meetings

1

April 17 - Update for Councilmember Jimmie Yee with Barbara Bonebrake
April 18 - Presentation of LPWG findings to Land Park Community Association
May 17 - Meeting with Planning Dept. to discuss CEQA process
June 4 - Proposed Third Public Forum
June 12 - Presentation to City Council to designate Vision Plan as the proposed project for
environmental review
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Proposed Animal Hospital

The 2001 proposed Vision Plan for the Sacramento Zoo includes a 6,000 sq. ft. two-story
animal hospital on a site at the back of the zoo adjacent to the existing administration
building. This building is critical to the proper care of the animals in the zoo's collection
and essential to maintain accreditation in the American Zoo and Aquarium Association.
This building will include treatment rooms, sterile surgery room, animal holding, office
space for veterinarian staff, storage rooms, lab, pharmacy, staff bathroom and shower.
The building will feature an opportunity for guests to observe some of the treatments and
procedures through select viewing windows.
The only potential view of the proposed building from outside the zoo would be at the
15th Street cul-de-sac. It is expected that this will be minimal due to existing landscaping.
This animal hospital will be exclusively for the animals in the zoo's collection.
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Proposed Budget Summary

The proposed Vision Plan is a comprehensive plan that outlines new construction for
much of the 14.7-acre site.
The Portico Group, architects for the Sacramento Zoo's 2001 Vision Plan, have estimated
the total construction costs in today's dollars to be approximately $20 million for the
phases planned over the next ten years and an additional $20 million in ten to twenty
years to complete the plan.
The Zoological Society has made the animal hospital the top priority for Phase 1. This
facility is critical to the basic core of the zoo's business, the animals. It is also an
essential component to retain accreditation from the American Zoo and Aquarium
Association.
It is estimated that the hospital and other animal support facilities in the back of the zoo
will be approximately $2 million. The Zoological Society Board has raised $750,000
towards this vital project.
The next phase of the project will include the front entry redesign and exhibits for river
otters and penguins. This is estimated between $7 and $10 million. New administration,
marketing and education offices will be done concurrently if possible.
The next phases will focus on enhancements to the large entrance lake including a
boardwalk over the lake and an enclosure for Sifakas, a rare Madagascar lemur. This will
be followed by improvements to the north half of the zoo.
The second ten years will focus on improvements to the existing African exhibits and
finally eliminating the old series of moated exhibits in the south center of the zoo.
Timing on all construction is contingent on the completion of the environmental review
and funding.
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Proposed Language on Issues from 1988 Master Plan

The following mitigation measures and related items from the 1988 adoption of the Zoo
2002 Master Plan are proposed for continuation in the new Zoo Master Plan/Vision Plan.
Many that are complete or no longer relevant have been dropped; some have been
consolidated into one topic. The phrasing of some has been updated to be consistent with
the current situation. The item on excursion trains is new.
1) Zoo Boundaries. The final boundaries for the Zoo shall be Land Park Drive on the
east and the fence line on the north. The formal gardens at the north of the Zoo as
well as the slope to the west of the formal gardens shall be maintained outside the
fence line for public use. Any further expansion of the Sacramento Zoo or
construction of ancillary facilities for the zoo shall take place elsewhere than in
William Land Park.
2) Coordinating Activities. The City will endeavor to coordinate activities to avoid
conflicting uses of the park and scheduling of large events at the same time. A
master schedule for Land Park activities will be developed and maintained by the
City. The City will develop, maintain and distribute this annually to major
stakeholders in the Park. (The Zoo, Land Park Community Association, Fairytale
^ Town Board, Golf Advisory Committee, the Land Park soccer clubs.)
3) Trees.
• All construction plans will be prepared in consultation with the City
Arborist.
• Whenever possible, all construction will avoid areas within the drip line of
the tree canopy (there are special conditions for heritage oaks-see below)
• The zoo will comply with the provisions of the City's tree ordinance
relating to heritage trees, Chapter 12.64 of the Sacramento City Code.
There will be no new, permanent exhibits on the north side of the zoo which
contains the three large heritage oak trees.
4) Lights and Sound.
The zoo will at all times comply with the City Code 8.68.160 regarding outdoor
sound and amplified music. In addition, it is the zoo's policy to end amplified
sound by 9:00pm on weekdays and 10:00pm on weekends (one hour earlier than
city code). During special events, any speakers for amplified sound will be directed
inside the zoo. A phone number will be provided for residents to immediately
report any perceived violations or concerns. (Currently: during the event: 2645167, after the event: 264-5166.)
Additional low-level permanent lighting will be added where necessary along
^ sidewalks for guest safety.

i

5) Spreading Attendance. The zoo will continue efforts to spread attendance
throughout the year and reduce impact on peak weekends. The zoo will consider
establishing a reasonable maximum daily capacity beyond which admittance would
be restricted.

•

6) Parking. To the extent feasible, parking for zoo employees shall be provided onsite.
7) Excursion Train. The excursion train from Old Sacramento is not a part of this
Master Plan.

•

•
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Sacramento Zoo Vision Plan
Proposed Language on Issues from 1988 Master Plan
(June 13, 2001)
The following mitigation measures and related items from the 1988 adoption of the Zoo
2002 Master Plan are proposed for continuation in the new Zoo Master Plan/Vision Plan.
Many that are complete or no longer relevant have been dropped; some have been
consolidated into one topic. The phrasing of some has been updated to be consistent with
the current situation. The item on excursion trains is new.
1) Zoo Boundaries. The final boundaries for the Zoo shall be land Park Drive on
the east and the fence line on the north. The formal gardens at the north of the
Zoo as well as the slope to the west of the formal. gardens shall be maintained
outside the fence line for public use. Any further expansion of the Sacramento
Zoo or construction of ancillary facilities for the zoo shall take place elsewhere
than in William Land Park.
2) Coordinating Activities. The City will endeavor to coordinate activities to
avoid conflicting uses of the park and scheduling of large events at the same time.
A master schedule for Land Park activities will be developed and maintained by
the City. The City will develop, maintain and distribute this annually to major
stakeholders in the Park. (The Zoo, Land Park Community Association, Fairytale
Town Board, Golf Advisory Committee, the Land Park soccer clubs.)
3) Trees.
• All construction plans will be prepared in consultation with the City
Arborist.
• Whenever possible, all construction will avoid areas within the drip line of
the tree canopy (there are special conditions for heritage oaks-see below)
• The zoo will comply with the provisions of the City's tree ordinance
relating to heritage trees, Chapter 12.64 of the Sacramento City Code.
There will be no new, permanent exhibits, on the north side of the zoo,
which contains the three large heritage oak trees.
• Tree removal will be minimized but where the removal of any large tree is
unavoidable, the zoo will plant trees of the same species or variety
elsewhere on the site, space permitting, or elsewhere in William Land
Park.
• No motor vehicles may be parked within the drip line of heritage oak
trees, and to the maximum feasible extent, motor vehicles shall not be
operated within the drip line of heritage oak trees.
4) Lights and Sound.
The zoo will at all times comply with any applicable City code including
Sacramento City Code section 8.68.160 regarding outdoor sound and amplified
music. In addition, it is the zoo's policy to end amplified sound by 9:00pm on

weekdays and 10:00pm on weekends (one hour earlier than city code). During
special events, any speakers for amplified sound will be directed inside the zoo.
A phone number will be provided for residents to immediately report any
perceived violations or concerns. (Currently: during the event: 264-5167, after
the event: 264-5166.)
Additional low-level permanent lighting will be added where necessary along
sidewalks for guest safety.

5) Spreading Attendance. - The zoo will continue efforts to spread attendance
throughout the year and reduce impact on peak weekends. The zoo will consider
establishing a reasonable maximum daily capacity beyond which admittance
would be restricted.
6) Parking - To the extent feasible, parking for zoo employees shall be provided onsite.
7) Excursion Train - The excursion train from Old Sacramento is not a part of this
master plan.
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